Abstract: This paper presented a new method for identifying promising areas for archaeological research. The method is based on graph analysis that iteratively compares and manipulates Hamming distances between graphs of input geographical parameters and graphs of human activity data in various historical periods. The weights learned from the comparison was used to build a prediction model to estimate the potential presence of an archaeological site of a certain time period in a given cadaster. This was applied in the Bohemian Moravian Highlands region based on the most complete archaeological dataset of the area. Resulting maps were analyzed from the archaeological and historical point of view to test against the existing knowledge of prehistoric population movement in the region. Overall, the method proved to overcome problems such as fragmentary inputs and is a good candidate for application in smaller and geographically diverse research areas. The aim of this work was to contribute to the methodology of the prediction of historical human activity, to facilitate greater comprehension of past local settlement dynamics, and to possibly ease the protection of cultural heritage.
Introduction
Archaeological sites provide an invaluable source of information on past cultures. Yet, due to present rapid changes of the landscape caused by human activities, these unique sources are often destroyed or compromised before excavation. Locating areas with high archaeological potential is therefore an important topic in current archaeology, as it can help to identify and preserve sites for analysis in their original context. Also, a working predictive model can be used as an efficient solution to the lack of funding by minimizing the number of excavations [1] .
Research tools in archaeology have been enriched in recent years. Data from sources such as satellite imagery, laser scanning or UAVs (drones), can now be analysed with help of the increasing computation power of current information technologies (see for example [2] ). The introduction of new methods of modeling and analysis comes hand in hand with this trend.
Researchers seek ways to combine historical data from already excavated sites with environmental characteristics of landscape to assess the potential for finding new archaeological sites. A set of various methods used for this task is often labeled as archaeological predictive modeling (APM). Also, geographic information systems (GIS) have already become a common part of research practice, and there are other methods, particularly in the field of data mining and machine learning, that have yet to prove their utility in archaeology.
One of the research areas that could donate interesting methods for APM is the graph similarity analysis. The historical and environmental relationships between research sites can be represented as non-directed graphs, which opens doors for a wide range of graph-related analytical tools to be applied on archaeological data. This paper aims to explore the potential of graph similarity methods for analysis and modelling of past human activities.
One problem in current archaeological models that could be addressed by graph similarity methods is the calculation of the relative influence of environmental param-eters on historical settlement. There is an extensive body of research dealing with connections between archaeological and environmental data, however in current models, the weight of individual environmental variables is either set arbitrarily or is relying on expert assumptions external to input data. Graph similarity methods provide a way to estimate the weights directly from the input data.
We extracted input data from the database of archaeological sites created as part of the project Historical Landscape of Bohemian Moravian Highlands [3] . The amount of input data and the spatial and temporal granularity of resulting models is unprecedented in previous studies of the region of interest. Our proposed method consists of three parts: 1. Association of archaeological data from various periods with environmental data in given cadasters 2. Iterative graph comparison. We apply the Hamming distance method taken from the graph theory as a comparison method to find relationship between the existence of a human activity in historical eras and the environmental conditions on the site 3. The observed relationship (expressed by learned weights) is then used to estimate the potential of finding a chronological component in cadasters where an archaeological site has not yet been established. The estimation is rigorous both in space and time as it allows to model the occurrence probability for individual historical eras
The modeling method was tested for its relevance in archaeological context at the larger scale of the BohemianMoravian Highlands, where it proved to reasonably describe differences between past human activity patterns in selected subsequent prehistoric eras. However, the method can be used to estimate archaeological potential in much smaller research areas for more precise locality prediction.
Related work
The topic of APM has been approached differently by various authors, resulting in a considerably large and varying set of methods being associated with APM. There are also various definitions of APM (see [4, 5] for comprehensive overview), but in essence it is "a tool that indicates the likelihood of cultural material being present at a location" [6, 7] . Development of APMs began decades ago [8] . It is an inductive method derived from observations rather than from theory, though some APM models may be formed from a successful but informal hypothesis and later examined under simple statistical procedures [9] . From the range of statistical methods, logistic regression modeling came out as a classical tool for APM [10] being revisited in recent works [11] . Classical regression models are still being used, though with model testing improved by using randomly-generated non-sites for verification [4] . Recognizing the inherent spatial aspect of the discipline, archaeologists have been increasingly using GIS in their research practices. This phenomenon was mapped by several authors from historical, conceptual and methodological standpoints [12] [13] [14] [15] . GIS tools have proven useful especially for preparing and combining input layers for APM. What differs among authors is the nature of spatial data and methods leveraged in their prediction models. Some propose an enhancement of APMs based on feature extraction and classification of multi-spectral remote sensing images [16] , others came up with an alternative evidence density estimation (EDE) function model [17] . Though APM is usually based on combining several environmental parameters, sometimes a single aspect is considered, for example some authors focus on erosion, as they see it as a force that can help to uncover archaeological sites [18] . Such finding is however rooted in specific geographic conditions that are usually not present in Czech Republic, where our study area is situated. What also differs is how researchers delineate the area of environmental influence on the archaeological site. One possibility is to use uniform buffer zones around sites like [1] , an alternative is to employ some administrative units for computing averages of environmental variables. The advantage of the latter approach is that the administrative units can be joined with data from other sources, though the units need to be small enough to avoid disguising the spatial pattern. Furthermore, the spatial data used in archaeology always come with a certain error in location accuracy. While many authors treat this as a given fact, some explore fuzzy classification methods for mitigating the issue [19] , while others use a classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm to incorporate the inherent uncertainty into their model [20] . Fuzzy logic system has also been used to address the problem of study area with low relief changes [21] . A common problem in APM is determining weights to be assigned to input spatial layers. One way is to classify spatial layers beforehand into four categories: layers of exclusive influence (for example water), layers of general influence, attractors and deflectors [22] . The disadvantages of such approach include a lack of statistical significance and often unrealistic assumptions of environmental uni-formity of study areas [22] . However, these problems can be sufficiently tempered by combining a large number of known sites with relatively small areas of spatial units. Another ways are e.g. to use MaxEnt [23] or ECNM [24] models. APM finds application both in cultural heritage management [25] as well as a means of understanding settlement-patterning causation [12] . The models are often fine-tuned to environmental specifics of a given study area, hence the large number of case studies that have been conducted [1, 4, 7, 26, 27] .
3 Study area, input dataset and data preprocessing Figure 1 ). The aim of the project was to record information about archaeological sites in the mentioned region from the prehistoric to the Late Middle Ages in order to facilitate their protection as a cultural heritage. As a part of the project, software tools were developed to provide the capability to analyse the spatio-temporal relations of archaeological sites and provide the possibility to export derived text or visualization reports. The geographic extent of further analyses in this paper was defined by the focus of this project. It should be noted that it is not completely homogenous from the perspective of environmental conditions. The southernmost part is flat and with the good quality of soil, while the north was extensively forested and not easily accessible. This is also the reason why most of the archaeological locations are located in the southeastern part.
Each archaeological site recorded in the database is associated with a large variety of attributes specified for each of the 65 typified components (historical eras). For this work we used only a small subset of these data, namely: 1. geographical location represented by the coordinate pair of the central point of the archaeological site. 2. chronological determination -historical eras in which the site existed A so called site is equal to an archaeological component in this paper. "A component is a set of artifacts and complexes at a site, coming from one period and serving one purpose" [28, 29] . Archaeological sites in the project Historical Landscape of Bohemian-Moravian Highlands were divided into more "functional components" (residential components, mortuary components, partial components and hoards, etc.) and "chronological components" (Early Neolithic, Middle Bronze Age, etc. see Table 1 ). For the purposes of this prediction, however, all archaeological sites were considered as a possible trace human activities. Archaeological sites without valid spatial information or outside of our study area were filtered out, as were those with less clear identification of the archaeological component (for example assessed by palynological, or dendrochronological methods). Also, for further analysis, only chronological components until the Early Middle Ages were chosen. This left us with a subset of the 1305 sites. Because of the hierarchical structure of the archaeological component, the dataset had to be adjusted so that every site with a specific functional or chronological component also contained its parent components. Afterwards, sites with more than one archaeological component were cloned so that components could be redistributed within these copies. At the end of this procedure, the dataset consisted of 2272 cleaned archeological components.
To study the relation between physical predispositions of terrain and human activity in historical eras, we chose cadasters (administrative spatial units) as spatial division units. This is simply because cadasters are the most finegrained layer attainable from the official sources [30] . In our region they also tend to reflect the expansion of human activity as the majority of the settlement structure remained to the modern age. Also, compared to an artificial structure such as square grid, cadaster borders tend to better reflect the natural borders in terrain. 
Methods
The work was divided into three parts: 1. Pre-calculations -calculating static geographical variables and assigning archaeological sites to cadasters 2. Graph analysis -comparison of distance matrices and searching weights for static geographical variables 3. Prediction model -calculating probabilities of site occurrences for cadasters
Pre-calculations
Within the first step of the analysis we calculated the static geographical variables mentioned for every cadaster: 1. Elevation -average value of altitude 2. Slope -average slope in degrees derived from elevation 3. Access to water -first we modeled the stream network from terrain, then we created a buffer of 500 meters and the proportion of the area inside a cadaster within this buffer was calculated. We derived the buffer distance from literature [19] , it represents an approximate walking time of 15 minutes for the journey there and back [11] 4. Topographic wetness index (TWI) -based on formula Ln(a/tanB), where a is water accumulation (from the modeled water network) and B is the slope value [38] 5. Topographic position index (TPI) -as a proxy for TPI, the slope variability in a rectangular area of 300 m square [39] 6. Coarse Fragments-the average volume of coarse fragments in soil was used to represent soil quality in each cadaster
In order to study the sensitivity of the input data we calculated the basic statistics for each of the variables. Also, we calculated pearson coefficients and created overview maps to show the spatial distribution ( Figure 2) .
As a next step, we standardized the values of the geographical variables. We used the zscore method as it works better with skewed distributions of input data. The normalisation was not used as we wanted to preserve the original distribution, and also our method does not require normalisation.
To bind all cleaned and filtered archaeological components with cadasters (see chapter 3 for details on the cleaning procedure) we used QGIS (version 2.14) script that automated the built-in Points in Polygon method. Every cadaster containing at least one site was then tagged and associated with a list of archaeological components from corresponding sites. In the following step, we calculated mean values of geographical variables for every archaeological component (see Figure 3 for a simplified illustration of the procedure).
For the further analysis we filtered cadasters that contained at least one component (the condition of the model). Then we divided cadasters into two parts. The fist one consisted of 113 randomly selected cadasters was used as a testing subset. The remaining subset of 225 cadasters was used for training.
Graph analysis
The goal of this part of the analysis was to find appropriate weights for all geographical variables to estimate how much they participated in the overall variability of particular archaeological components. See Figure 4 for a graphic depiction of the workflow.
From the filtered training subset (see chapter 4.1) we created two tables: 1. First table contained a list of cadasters and the archaeological components of these sites 2. The second table was the list of the same cadasters but with the standardised (zscore method) values of statistical geographical variables
The above inputs served as a basis for creating a set of distance matrices representing how different each cadaster is from other cadasters. For the calculation we used the dist method implemented in R (stats package [40] ) that provides several algorithms for calculating distances. First distance matrix that represented differences based on the presence of archaeological components was calculated using the canberra algorithm omits zero values from the calculation and therefore is less sensitive to data absence. The remaining matrices were calculated from geographical variables using euclidean distances. A non-directed graph is one possible way to reimagine a distance matrix as a spatial object. The distance matrices were turned into graphs posed in an n-dimensional space, where the number of dimensions was given by the number of cadasters. In other words, every cadaster was represented by a node in a graph, and the coordinates of the node were given by the values in the distance matrix (i.e. differences from other cadasters). Hypothetically, if some geographical variable had been perfectly uniform across the study area, it would have been represented by a nulled distance matrix that would turn into a graph with nodes concentrated in one point. The next step in our process was based on an assumption that if a geographical variable strongly influenced the distribution of archaeological sites, it would produce a graph very similar to the graph of archaeological components. The more similar the graphs are, the better is the archaeological variability of sites explained by their geographical variability.
For assessing the similarity of the graphs we used the Hamming distance method. The Hamming distance between two strings of equal length is the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different. In other words, it measures the minimum number of substitutions required to change one string into the other, or the minimum number of errors that could have transformed one string into the other [41] . The concept introduced by Hamming in 1950 [42] is used for comparing signals in information theory. Hamming distance between graphs is a minimal sum of manhattan distances the nodes of one graph would have to travel to become equal to another graph. Note that by using distance matrices with the same number of elements we fulfill the condition of comparing equal length strings. We designed an script to find weights for geographical variables that would minimize the respective Hamming distances. The input geographical variables were iteratively multiplied by different coefficients, distance matrices were re-calculated leading to new graphs, then to new comparison with the graph of archaeological components, and re-calculation of Hamming distances. An increase or decrease of Hamming distances then showed how much the weights helped to make the graphs of geographical variables more similar to the archaeological components graph. This information was used in the next iteration to adjust the weights in the correct direction, and so over and over. This method was implemented within an R language script (scripts are located on https://github.com/geogr-muni/ mining-in-archaeology). Sna package [43] was used to work with graphs and provided the hdist method (Hamming distance) that calculates absolute distance of labeled graphs.
After reaching the set number of iterations the script came to the following result weights for geographical variables: According to the results above, the variable that best predicts archaeological components of archaeological sites in a particular cadaster is the quality of soil (weight 0.304 = 30,4% from all weights). This seems to coincide with the outcomes of research relevant to our spatiotemporal extent (for example [44] ). The least important variables seem to be the wetness index (weight 0.03 = 3% from all weights). This means that the TWI index had to be significantly suppressed to make the graphs more similar (to make the hamming distance smaller).
Figure 4:
The process of graph comparison and iterative weighting used to obtain weights in the second step of analysis.
Prediction model
For further analysis and interpretation, we chose three pairs of archaeological components (near-term periods of Prehistory and Early Middle Ages). We chose subsequent components to track changes in the settlement structure that are already documented in the archaeological litera-ture about the study area. The objective is to verify whether our prediction method reflects known settlement changes, and therefore is valid for application with archaeological data. All selected components are represented by a sufficient number of precisely localized sites to form a meaningful model. Also, the chosen pairs are in a certain way interesting from the archaeological point of view as they correspond with the presently known shifts in settlement patterns. Those selected component pairs are (see Table 1 for more precise chronology):
Mesolithic and Middle Neolithic 2. Final Eneolithic and Final Bronze Age 3. Early Middle Ages (9th century) and Early Middle Ages (12th century)
To visualise the distribution of values within the components, we created three customised parallel coordinate diagrams ( Figure 5 ). We decided to group them by pairs of components to make the differences better comparable.
Selected averages of geographical parameters were used together with the weights (obtained in section 4.2) for creation of a prediction model ( Figure 6 ). In this step, we only worked with six mentioned chronological components. Then we calculated a distance in multidimensional space, which means that for each component we established how far (different) the cadasters' geographical parameters were from the modelled component mean. The input values ranged between 0 and 1, therefore the calculated output distances were also within the limits of 0 and 1. A distance close to 0 can be interpreted as the cadaster being very similar to those cadasters with a specified archaeological component. So there is a higher possibility that this cadaster might contain traces of a human activities from that component. Conversely, the greater distance means that the cadaster does not have conditions that would predict increased human activity in the specific time period.
In the next step we created a set of six maps. Each one represents the prediction model of one of the selected archaeological components. Furthermore, we added three maps depicting the differences between pairs of components to facilitate the interpretation of the pattern changes from an archaeological standpoint (Figure 8 ).
Model evaluation
To validate our weights we used the testing set of remaining 113 cadasters. We calculated distances from each testing cadaster to the mean values (calculated from the training subset) of each component based on the weights taken from the training process. We used the AUC value that stands for the area under the ROC (receiver operator curve) curve and is commonly used for evaluating models [45] . AUC is often used when the model is not meant as a binary predictor but rather as a point in the probability spectrum, which is exactly the case of our prediction (Figure 8 ). In such cases ROC is beneficial because it considers varied thresholds for evaluating the model's predictive ability. The global AUC for the entire testing subset was 0.65 ( Figure 7 ). This number indicates that the model was valid and better than random guess (equals to AUC of 0.5, while the ideal perfect model has AUC of 1).
One of the reasons why the value of AUC is not higher is the complexity of data -we are counting with 56 components and only 1 set of weights what is the limit of the used method. Also, the proportion of positive values is small (just 803 positive cases from the total of 6328 in the training subset). The AUC metrics is seen as discriminating by some authors [46] . In our case, it should be noted that this method weights omission and commission errors equally and is vulnerable to missing positive values in input data (the archaeological dataset is never complete).
Results and Discussion
Based on the present state of research, archaeological and historical data, we were able to discuss and verify the validity of the method used. One of the validation approaches is to show how our model could extend our knowledge about the history of this region.
The first pair of selected historical components is composed of the Mesolithic and Middle Neolithic periods. It is a well-known fact that the settlement patterns in Mesolithic hunter-gatherers and in the first prehistoric agricultural communities are different. Based on these ethnographic analogies we can suppose that the crucial criterion for hunter-gatherers was the seasonal usage of various natural resources, which is mainly fulfilled by the biotope border zones [47] . Current paleobotanical and archaeological research shows that even in the Mesolithic people influenced the landscape. Especially the preference and deliberate cultivation of some plant species, as well as the firing that created the forest clearings. These Mesolithic forest clearings mosaic structured heterogeneous vegetation; appear in the paleobotanical record of the studied areas, including Bohemian-Moravian Highlands, with the exception of mountainous areas [48] . On the contrary, the agricultural population of the Neolithic is naturally bound to lands with very good soil quality, in southern Moravia most often on loess river terraces. It is also possible to as- sume that settlement was tied to the fields in the Neolithic and therefore was more sedentary and with more intensive local land use. When we look at the geographic parameters ( Figure 5 ), we can see that Mesolithic sites (in contrast to the Neolithic sites) exhibit a higher soil granulation, terrain slope and elevation. Among all selected components we can also note in them the largest variability in the relation of populated landscape to water accumulation (TWI). From the viewpoint of the prediction model it is clear that the prob- ability of the Mesolithic component prediction is highest within the studied area of Bohemian-Moravian Highlands (Figure 8a ). On the other hand, the Middle Neolithic settlements in our model are located in those cadasters with better soil quality that are situated in a less sloping terrain and mainly in the neighborhood of river valleys (Figure 8b) . The difference between these two components (Figure 8a-b) shows how different the probability of detecting Mesolithic and Neolithic activities in individual cadasters is, which corresponds with the present state of research.
The second selected pair contains the Final Eneolithic (represented by Bell Beaker Culture in this region) and Final Bronze Age. During the Final Eneolithic and the Final Bronze Age the society is developing rapidly. Among the changes influencing the settlement pattern we can count changes in the agriculture and the crop husbandry, population growth and the significant presence of hilltop settlements in strategic locations in the Final Bronze Age. Neolithic farming practices and package of crops were still in use during the Final Eneolithic [49] . At that time, the number of archaeological contexts is increasing, compared to the period 4000-3000 BC. The low number of objects and an increase in secondary forest taxa is interpreted as the importance of extensive land use accompanied by change of agriculture and pastoralist practices [50] . The slightly modified Neolithic farming practices and package of crops were still in use in the Early Bronze Age. This tradition appears to have been altered first in the Middle Bronze Age, when the changes in arable farming and establishing new crops probably began, and developed further during the Final Bronze Age, when more new plants were established [49] . It is very likely that the changes in the arable economy between the two compared periods of the Final Eneolithic and the Final Bronze Age allowed the population growth. The prevailing form of the Final Eneolithic residential site is a lowland settlement. The evidence about open lowland settlements is in all of the periods from the Final Eneolithic to the Final Bronze Age, but the hilltop settlements are present not ever. The most important evidence of hilltop sites comes just from the Urnfield Culture of the Final Bronze Age.
Based on the present state of research, the sites in the Final Eneolithic appear already at the same locations as those in the Bronze Age [51] . This fact could also be verified on Figure 5 , where characteristics that describe greater than 55 % probability in sum (coarse fragments, slope, TPI) are similar for the pair. The difference in coarse fragments shows that in the Final Bronze Age the better soil quality was preferred for settlement. The other characteristics, such as the access to water and TWI index, might be related to the hilltop locations typical for the Final Bronze Age, the Final Urnfield Period. The difference in elevation that points to the preference of Highlands in the Final Eneolithic probably reflects the extensive land use that has not yet been abandoned. This interpretation is also supported by the fact that the model does not show any significant differences in probabilities for the settlement of those two periods (Figure 8c and d ). The last pair selected for the analysis was the 9th and the 12th century of the Early Middle Ages. These periods could be ready described by the knowledge of history, mainly by the waves of medieval colonisation [52] . But there are no comprehensive studies for the development of agriculture in the Early Middle Ages. Partial findings show that in the Early Middle Ages the permanent fields with a fallow period prevailed with the accent on grain production. Between the 9th and 12th centuries, economic growth is anticipated which in the 12th century already brings the beginnings of a three-field system. According to the present state of knowledge, not only agricultural settlements but also Great Moravian agglomerations in the 9th century were self-supplied [53] . Between the 9th and 12th centuries, strong dynamics and population growth are also expected. A traditional medieval village in old settled landscape is formed in the 11th and 12th century. At the end of the 12th century the settlement structure is stabilized, which, with exception of deserted villages, persists in the High Middle Ages and to the modern period [51] . On the other hand, in the central BohemianMoravian Highlands the beginning of this process falls only to the 12th century, but could also be later [52] . Generally, in the 12th century, the first centres of an urban char- acter appeared (we can talk about towns with the admission of city rights in the 13th century), and these were primarily of semi-agriculture character [53] .
Based on Figure 5 , the 9th century is characterised, in contrast to the 12th century, by soils of higher quality and lower elevation level associated with sites. To explain the population shift in this period, the factor of elevation is crucial as the high values of elevation in 12. century refer to new colonial settlements built in higher locations. The values for soil bonity and elevation then show intensive relation to agriculture at the beginning of the colonisation (Figure 8e ). The characteristic of water accumulation in the landscape (TWI) has higher value for the 12. century and describes connectivity of settlements to the river valleys in central Bohemian-Moravian Highlands. The access to water characteristic is are almost the same level and therefore not important for distinguishing these two components. Also for this pair, the analysis of geographical characteristics and their synthesis (Figure 8e-f ) corresponds with the current state of archaeological and historical knowledge, and therefore further validates our model.
Conclusions and future works
In this paper we presented a method to predict promising areas for archaeological research using machine learning on positive examples, more precisely graph comparison with Hamming distance method. The model was used on the dataset from the project of Historical Landscape of Bohemian Moravian Highlands [3] that consists of 56 chronological components and had never been analysed in such scope. Our predictions are based on input geographical data such as elevation, terrain slope and selected indices derived for the area of input administrative units. These input parameters probably influenced other characteristics, like the amount of natural sources, conditions for agriculture or available possibilities for shelters.
To determine the weights for input environmental parameters, we used an algorithm to calculate the distances between undirected labeled graphs. At the beginning, we created a reference distance matrix of training cadasters based on the similarity of their archaeological components. Then, various weights were applied to modify geographical variables of cadasters and the calculated distance matrices were iteratively compared to the reference matrix. Based on this comparison, a set of most fitting weights was established. Using the calculated weights, we compared every cadaster to each component's modeled values and calculated the theoretical probabilities (the similarity of the cadaster to the modeled values).
To verify that the models respect archaeological reality, we selected pairs of near-term periods of Prehistory and the Early Middle Ages. We interpreted the modelled differences between those pairs from the archaeological point of view and tried to analyse the geographical preferences of past societies based on the temporal context.
On the accompanying maps, we were able to follow developments that corresponded to known archaeological and historical data.
For the statistical validation of our model we calculated the AUC values for both the entire testing subset and for each component separately. The results shows that the global value of AUC for the model does not significantly near towards the value of the ideal perfect model. We should note that the validation is extremely difficult as we do not predict only the presence of archaeological location in cadaster, but also the chronological components (we are working with 56 different chronological components), which brings additional complexity and hardens interpretation. However, when we look at the AUC values for individual components, we observe greater variability with some components with high AUC value.
One possible extension would be to calculate separate sets of weights for individual components, contrary to our current approach that shows what variable influenced the region history in overall. This would be limited by the large number of components, that could be aggregated to a lower number of groups to better fit the model. Also some extended methods of validation could be also considered, e.g. similar to [21] .
The advantage of this method is in its robustness, which allows for usage with incomplete input datasets. The condition is to have input data, to some degree, regularly displaced throughout the region to copy the spatial distribution of researched phenomenon. Contrary to the majority of previous works, the weights of input spatial datasets used for the prediction model are estimated algorithmically from the input data by using graph analysis. This method does not have a priori statistical assumptions and is not sensitive to outliers. It also benefits from the larger temporal scope of the input dataset, which allowed us to interpret the location preferences of people during various ages. The algorithm used adjusts itself to to the specifics of the input environmental parameter, therefore it should be applicable in various geographically diverse regions.
As this paper shows, spatial information is one of the crucial characteristics of archaeological data that define its context. Looking for geographical patterns and a relation to the study phenomenon is then the role of Geographic Information Sciences (GIS). Applying and testing new methods from within GIS, as well as from machine learning could therefore help us to understand the geographical pattern regularities in archeology, and therefore advance the understanding of the history of humankind.
For the future work, additional geographical variables could be added to the model, for example: 1. Intensity of forestation 2. Natural conditions for transport (friction of the terrain) or trade (centrality of place) but also the real infrastructure (the presence of transport network) 3. Dominant aspect (it could play a role in specific archaeological components such as agricultural objects) 4. Latitude As a future attempt to bring the model nearer to real conditions, we could decouple input and output data from the administrative units and model them in an interpolated continuous space. In such a model, input environmental variables could be weighted separately and with spatially-dependent weights. Also, the influence of the immediate neighborhood area on each place could be taken into consideration, and we could also experiment with various neighborhood sizes. On the other side, the spatial aggregation we used is a suitable and tested way to manipulate complex datasets to prevent overprecision or overfitting. A reasonable alternative method is a rectangular or hexagonal grid with a cell size that could prevent overcomplexity but avoid aggregation of too heterogeneous areas. In our study region, the cadaster borders better reflect the physical conditions of the environment and therefore are better for localising centers of human activity when compared to artificial borders of a grid. The outcome of the model is a spatial dataset of cadasters with the predicted suitability for each archaeological component. The advantage of this form of output is the possibility of further analyses based on algebraic operations. Figure 8 shows the result of a minus operation which presents patterns and directions of people moving between subsequent archaeological components. Besides such simple operations, it is also possible to build a complex model that could bring new knowledge of the particular region and processes of forming settlements in various times. Such a model can, for example, show which places were more persistent from the view of historical progress (meaning that their settlement probability ranked high for the majority of the archaeological components) and formed the backbone of the region (from the perspective of transport, military, power, market, or others), and which places played only a marginal role. An alternative way of visualisation besides difference maps is an animation that could display the predicted movement of settlers through the region in time. There is also the possibility of building a geographical network (where each cadaster is a node and edges are connections between adjacent cadasters) suitable for agent based simulations or other network analyses. Agents could be represented by simulated communities that could move between nodes (creating or abandoning settlements) based on the suitability score of a node derived from our current results. These additional methods could produce new outcomes as they take into account centrality positions and geographical neighborhood. Our scripts and input datasets were published in the github repository at https://github.com/geogrmuni/mining-in-archaeology-research.
